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categorizing ourselves and others, that’s going to
shut down the world.”
John Legend: “All men should be feminists. If
men care about women’s rights, the world will be
a better place…we are better off when women are
empowered –- it leads to a better society.”
Katy Perry: “I am not a feminist, but I do believe
in the strength of women.”
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lEtter fRom the eDitor
Dear Reader,
		
I think it’s safe to say that there are some heavy stigmas surrounding the
word “feminist.” We’ve all heard the phrase “bra-burner.” We followed FEMEN in their
riotous protests. We know in-depth studies about merely the word “feminist” have troubling
results: there exist prevalent “stereotypes that feminists are unattractive, have low sex
appeal for men, and are likely to be lesbians” (Rudman and Fairchild). We understand the
societal impression that angry, college-aged liberals make up the majority of the women’s
movement.
With that in mind, I’d like to welcome you, reader, to the first issue of aFeminist
Magazine, a publication designed to explore and address “atypical” feminism. We’re glad
you’re here.
We began aFeminist Magazine with several distinct goals. We want to: discuss the
liminal areas of the women’s movement; talk to and about those who might not make it
into the militant, unshaven feminist caricature; convince those “I’m not a feminist, but…”
people that they really ought to be feminists. Along the way, we will point out areas where
equity is still direly needed, and how you – even if you’re a not-quite feminist – can help the
world to achieve gender equality. “The personal is political,” says Carol Hanisch; feminist
activism isn’t all about rallies and marches.
Within these pages, you’ll find varied subject matter – this issue we’ll talk about male
feminists, conservative feminists, and feminism in science and technology. We’ll debate,
converse, and expose. We’ll attempt to debunk the myths that say feminists are monolithic,
man-hating hippies, or that feminism only applies to a select group of women.
We hope, by the end, that you understand that “feminism is an entire worldview
or gestalt, not just a laundry list of women’s issues” (Bunch 13). A worldview comes in all
shades of grey and a gestalt is unique to the individual – we want to be a forum for the
individual voice that gets lost in societal distortion.
We’re here to celebrate diversity in the feminist movement, and hope to persuade
those people who feel ambiguous or uncertain that feminists really do come in all shapes
and sizes. Even though women, as a group,“have no past, no history, no religion of their
own; and they have no such solidarity of work and interest such as that of the proletariat”
(de Beauvoir 165), we at aFeminist Magazine wish to promote goals to benefit all women.
The fight for gender egalitarianism is not one-size-fits-all. We are here to look towards a
common future where all genders, races and creeds are treated with respect.
Best Wishes,
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cOnservative fEminists: oxymoron?
by Maeve O’Connor-Bethune

To many feminists (especially those
like myself who have been raised in a liberal
home and attend small liberal arts colleges)
the term ‘conservative feminist’ seems like an
oxymoron. Don’t the key tenants of feminism
go against the majority of right wing politics
and values? Not necessarily. The key difference
between conservative and liberal feminists
(not that there aren’t many who fit somewhere
in the middle) is their very definition of
feminism. Surprising? Probably not.
Feminism has been defined in a
multiplicity of ways, from the mission to
“giv[e] every woman the opportunity [to
become] the best that her natural faculties
make her capable of ” (Treichler and Kramarae
7) to “a model of a social state” (Treichler
and Kramarae 7) to “a massive complaint”
(Treichler and Kramarae 7) that can only be
fixed through lesbian separatism. The truth
is, among liberals there isn’t one monolithic
definition of feminism; I can’t imagine
conservative feminists have a solid description
either. Regardless, conservative feminists do
exist – here’s how some of them describe their
movement.
Katherine Kersten, an attorney and
outspoken conservative feminist, views
feminism as a counterweight for Republican
politics. She feels that sometimes the actions
of right-wing politicians are simply reactions
to the left-wing status quo, and due to this
they often don’t recognize discrimination and
injustice. According to Kersten, this is a huge
problem, and feminism can provide the tools
to react to discrimination in an effective way.
She has a very specific definition of feminism:
“A self-consciously conservative
feminism that would take as its three primary
premises: first, that uniform standards of
equality and justice must apply to both
6

sexes; second, that women have suffered and
continue to suffer from historical injustice;
and third, that the problems which confront
women can best be addressed by building
on—rather than repudiating—the ideals and
institutions of Western culture” (Dillard 26).
Kersten believes in equal rights and
acknowledges discrimination, but her goal is to
combat these problems while still promoting
“American” values. Her definition is almost the
opposite of feminists like Audre Lorde, who
argued: “the masters tools will never dismantle
the master’s house” (16). Lorde would say
that you can’t change much if you’re working
within an oppressive framework, but Kersten
is convinced she can make change from within
the patriarchy.
In a slightly different take on
conservative feminism, Ronnee Schreiber,
in her book Righting Feminism, argues that
the conservative right is using second-wave
feminist rhetoric to fight for causes that
many liberal feminists don’t support, like
anti-abortion campaigns, or the restriction
of pornography. While Schreiber is not
a conservative feminist herself, she does
make it a point to discuss the benefits
that conservatism can have for women.
Her discussion of conservative women’s
organizations like the International Women’s
Forum (IWF) echoes Kersten’s patriotic goodold-American-values definition of feminism.
The IWF is exclusively for “American women
to believe in individual freedom and personal
responsibility” (Schreiber 36). This “bootstraps
ideology” is one of the most American values
that one can have, so while the IWF rejects
the feminist identity, I would use Kersten’s
definition to call them conservative feminists.
They are working – within the values system
that they love – to enact change.

The IWF is frustrated with college
campuses in the US, stating that conservative
students are prevented from having healthy
debates regarding feminism. “Instead of
wallowing in the idea that women are victims,
women on college campuses want to know
what to expect when they enter the workforce
upon graduation. They need, and deserve, an
environment that cultivates and champions
personal responsibility instead of depending
on victimology as a crutch” (Shreiber 37).
Individuality is staunchly important to
conservative feminists; they feel that the
liberal agenda ignores individuality, and is
therefore more oppressive to women. “Such
a political philosophy belittles women…
individuality is undermined by group
identification” (Sternberg). While progressive,
liberal feminists (like myself ) would most
likely hear this statement and immediately go
up in arms to protect their values, and while
I don’t necessarily agree with this statement,
the individualist ideology gives these women
a real sense of agency, which I envy. Framing
women’s issues as a matter of personal
responsibility can be all-sorts of problematic,
but it can also be empowering. After all, if
your problems can be fixed through taking
responsibility for your actions and learning to
be independent, that is much less complicated
than taking down an entire system of
government. It’s also seemingly much more
managable than dismantling a society.
Kersten’s definition of feminism
encapsulates every article, story, book or blog
post I found when researching conservative
feminism. These feminists, like most
feminists, want to work towards a better
country, a place where women are on equal
footing with men. But unlike many leftist
feminists, they whole-heartedly believe in
‘traditional’ American values, and will stick
with those to the end.
They feel that the ‘liberal feminist
agenda’ forces women to give up personal
values in order to be able to lump themselves

into the leftist feminist movement.
Conservative feminists want to provide a
place that is individualistic and accepting
of women with right-wing values who
want equality. My understanding of their
philosophy is that if they don’t already believe
the All-American bootstraps ideology to be
true and functioning in the United States,
they want it to be. Conservative feminists will
work towards that - in my opinion a fantastic
goal. Both conservative and liberal feminists,
in the end, want a world where people are
judged for their ability and skill as opposed to
their gender.
7
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f e M E Ni s m : can men join the movement?
resp on s e f rom Ma e v e O’C onn or- B e thun e
The question I want to address today is:
who can be a feminist? Can men play a part in
the movement too? My short answer for you
is yes, with several
stipulations.
Some
women have been
calling for men to
involve themselves
in feminism for
decades. Even
radical feminists like
the Redstockings
“call on all men
to give up their
male privilege and
support women’s
liberation in the
interest of our humanity and their own” (183).
Men (especially straight white men, by virtue
of simply being straight, white, and male) are
accorded privileges and benefits within our
society often at the expense of those who don’t
fall into those categories. These privileges
are difficult to reconcile if a man wishes to
call himself a feminist or work actively to
bring hegemonic masculinity and gender
oppression, among other social issues, to an
end. Feminism is by definition not about men,
and this can be a hard issue for many men to
resolve.
“They are used to everything being
about them, because mainstream discourses
are designed to accommodate and value male
points of view. A discourse, such as feminism,
that is not interested in their problems
therefore appears at first as hostile and alien”
(Crowe 49). Jonathan Crowe, in his essay,
“Men and Feminism: Some challenges and a
partial response,” argues that in order for men
to be feminists, they must alter their entire

worldview to be less androcentric and make
themselves be more willing to fight for other
people. He provides four steps to reaching
this goal: recognizing
that they, as men, are
not situated in the same
social space as women
and that their space is
more privileged; realizing
that feminism is not
necessarily about them;
accepting that they can
still make a difference;
becoming open to hearing
women’s voices and
learning from them.
Is this possible? I
think so, but feminist
is a title to be earned. If men can own up to
privilege and listen – and I mean really listen
– to women and other oppressed groups, they
are on their way to becoming feminists. Julian
Real asks the question, “What do these men
DO that they call ‘being a feminist man’?” He
answers this question by saying true feminist
men do not deny their privilege, stand behind
female feminists, and actively fight against
inequality. I think the true mark of a male
feminist is the willingness to listen to women
who are willing to discuss the subject with
him. He must not not automatically assume
that feminism is anti-men just because it isn’t
centered around his perspective. Men have
to be willing to be called out, and have to be
open to checking their privilege.
It does men a disservice to think that
they are incapable of accepting criticism. It
is absolutely possible for men to rise to the
challenge and for them become fantastic
actors in the feminist movement.
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f e M E Ni s m : can men join the movement?
		
response from Swetha Charles
The short answer to this question? No.

over women in western society – this can be a
point of strength for women. Female bonding
The long answer? Read on.
allows us to “change the social relation of the
sexes, to liberate ourselves and each other (Rich,
Adrienne Rich, in “Compulsory
290). If we are fighting men, even the “good”
Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence,” writes
men in our midst, then we cannot begin the task
that male power controls female expression.
of liberating ourselves. Separating the feminist
Male-dominated society can force masculine
space from men gives us safety, health, and a
sexuality on women. Through establishments
chance to grow.
like marriage it sequesters and takes advantage
The practical difficulty of having male
of women’s labor. Perhaps most importantly for feminists can be seen in a controversial article
the feminist academy, male power generates
written by Paul Smith, “Men in Feminism: Men
an atmosphere that
and Feminist Theory”.
stifles female creativity.
Smith talks about
Looking at it from this
the entry of men into
perspective, the exclusion
feminism as “penetrating
of men from feminist
[the movement]” (33),
thought and activism
and then goes onto
seems like no more than a
question the suspicion
sound defensive strategy
that this “penetration”
– to reduce the extent of
is met with. On top of
the oppressor’s power,
this, he asks whether
the movement must
this “penetration” can be
necessarily exclude men.
justified and if it could
As Marilyn Frye
be of political use to
says, this is done solely
feminism.
for self-preservation. Frye
Feminist theorists
posits that men, even well meaning, enlightened answered with justifiably cutting responses.
men, just by the virtue of being men, cannot stop Even a beginner studying feminism would find
acting as parasites. The patriarchal system that
the language Smith uses problematic. Cary
rewards men is necessarily built on the absolute Nelson talks about how “[this] opening colors
exploitation of women. When the slave excludes his essay” (153), because it is aggressive and
her master, she is merely saying that she is no
creates a scenario of violent and forcibly imposed
longer a slave. Exclusion is not an act of spite or sexuality. Nelson says, and I might agree, that
rancour; it is merely a method of regaining what now is not the time for male theorists to ask
has been lost.
feminism to accept them without suspicion. That
The exclusion of men from a space
time may come later. But for now, a woman lives
allows the flourishing of woman-to-woman
under the possible violence of male sexuality in
relationships, relationships often prevented by
her everyday life.
a confining heterosexual society. Rich suggests
The gendered voice inevitably carries
that women bonding together in the absence
certain connotations. We are not yet in a world
of men questions the right of access men have
where the gender of the speaker is unimportant.
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“When talking
about my roommate
problems during a
dinner with some
friends and their
parents, one father
promptly proceeded
to make cat noises
along with clawing
motions. Why is
a woman’s anger
always minimized?”

“Now I’m not a
feminist, but today
at work the temp
ﬁlling in slapped my
ass and asked for a
cup of coffee. Well
maybe I should be a
feminist.”

“Yesterday, for our
10th anniversary, my
husband gave me a
gift card for a nearby
bikini waxing salon.
I understand wanting
to try something new,
but my body? My
choice.”

“During a Saturday
night, one friend
proceeds to say ‘yeah
I guess there are a
bunch of biddies
there too’. What the
fuck is a biddy? As if
we don’t have enough
shitty names for
women.”

“At lunch today,
feminism came up
and a girl piped
up with, ‘we’re
not all hairy
lesbians!’.

“Shame you don’t
have a husband
to do that!”
Well I do have a
husband. I just
happen to like
mowing my own
lawn.

I AM; what’s
wrong with that?”

“My grandma
stopped me
from attending
athletics class
because she
thought my
‘ankles were
getting too
fat.’”

patriarchy got you down?
get it off your chest.
visit conFEMssions™
to spill your feminist
thoughts:
www.confemssions.com

“I told my mother
about the arthritis
in my hips. She
responded by saying I
should just lose some
weight. Why is weight
the only answer to
health and happiness
for women?”
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sC hro di nger’s w Ome n :
w here are t he fema l e phy s i c ist s ?
by Swetha C harles
Take a look around your average college
physics classroom: what do you see? A profusion of
women? Probably not. Physics seen purely by the
numbers is a male-dominated field, and I mean that
with a big M. Currently, women make up only 10%
of professors in US physics departments and just 22%
of total physics graduates (Ivie and Ray 1). But if you
look at biology, chemistry or mathematics? Women
are represented at around a
comparatively whopping 40%
(Ivie and Ray 7).
In the “Women in
Physics and Astronomy” study
published by the American
Institute for Physics in 2005,
the most controversial finding
was the lack of a “leaky
pipeline” between degree
attainment and a faculty
position. Women who achieve
a bachelor’s degree in physics
go on to be represented in
faculty positions around
the expected level. But don’t
celebrate yet! That expected
level is a sizable 10% (Ivie and
Ray 1). Women, it seems, are
leaking out of physics both at the high-school level
and in the transition from high-school to college. It
looks like the small number female college students
choosing to study physics has its roots in the middle
school and high school years.
Let’s take a look at high school physics: female
representation in conceptual physics courses is
around 46%. However for AP physics C, the highest
level physics course available, the number drops to
27% (White and Tesfaye 4). Is mathematical rigour a
problem? No. The report found women made up half
of the class in AP Calculus. Clearly women can handle
the math, but something about physics is throwing
them off. Unfortunately, under-representation in AP
Physics has direct consequences further down the
academic pathway. 93% of physics majors took high
12

school upper level physics courses (White and Tesfaye
3). So if you’re not in high-school upper-level physics,
the field has lost you forever.
So what on earth is happening to girls in highschool?
Girls in England are much more likely
to study upper level physics in same-sex schools
than in mixed schools (“Lack of Female Physics
Students”). This suggests
a bias against women in
physics, enforced in coed institutions. Athene
Donald, an Experimental
Physics professor, believes
that there is a widespread
view that it is abnormal
for a woman to do physics
and that it is a subject
for “nerdy” men. In the
classroom, it is possible
that the presence of boys
enforces this stereotype
further (“Lack of Female
Physics Students”).
This idea of physics not
being ‘for’ women is clearly
pervasive, and girls in
high school seem affected by this. This stereotype may
be prevalent in the lay-population, but what about
scientists, those who work in the real nitty-gritty of
the field? Surely they would have a more enlightened
view?
In a paper by Elaine Ecklund et al, the
following question was posed to academics in physics
and biology:
“Researchers find there are a different
proportion of women in biology than in physics. Do
you have a sense of why this might be the case? (700)”
While both men and women agreed that a dearth of
mentoring for women in physics resulted in lower
female participation, a majority of Physics and Biology
professors thought that there were innate differences
that made women choose biology over physics. These

differences were sometimes attributed to aptitude
and at other times to preference. If those at the very
top of the scientific ladder are holding these views,
then through their guiding of graduate students and
teaching of undergraduates, these beliefs are passed
on.
Women in both subjects chose the ‘innate
preference’ explanation over ‘innate ability’. Some
female professors thought that going to physics was
more ‘atypical’ for women than entering a biological
science, as “physics is more abstract and biology is
more concrete. Women are less likely to like abstract
things” (Ecklund 706). Coming from a female Physics
professor, this view is surprising. Female biological
scientists thought girls would be more interested in
a science such as biology since it was more “people
oriented” (Ecklund 705).
Men in both subjects take a different and
perhaps more troubling view: that the proportion
difference is founded on ability. A male Physics
graduate student says quite bluntly that, “physics is
more difficult for girls and you need a lot of thinking,
and the calculation, and the logic. So that’s maybe
hard for girls” (Ecklund 705). Another scientist talked
about physics using “hardcore math” and how women
may be averse to this (Ecklund 705). This view on
mathematical ability, coming from those who work
with female scientists (who by definition ought to be
good at their job) is very astonishing.
Both the physical and biological scientists use
well-known cultural excuses to explain this significant
difference. Elaine Ecklund states, “... [This implies] that
the cultural gender framing of biology and physics
in the academy transcends disciplinary boundaries.”
There is strong entrenchment of negative attitudes
towards women in science. This affects the behavior
of both male and female scientists, leading to “selffulfilling prophecies” (Bielby 184). According to the
“immediacy” behavioural theory in William Bielby’s
article, stereotypes about female capability lead to
both men and women in a group interacting in less
positive ways with the women. This then affects how
the performance of the woman student/scientist is
judged (Bielby 184). Stereotypes and the behaviors
they prompt create a “chilly” climate that impedes
female success. Science itself is gendered: the problems
we choose to study, and the methodologies used to
study them cater to male interests. It is important to
recognize this if we want to encourage women into
physics (Harding 346).

How do we get more women in physics? Early
socialization of girls prevents them from choosing
more quantitative subjects (Bielby 171). This
socialization, which has its basis on prevalent
stereotypes, has the potential to bar children from
certain career paths through a cumulative effect. It’ll
do a little to encourage and support female college
students curious about physics. It’ll do a little to
educate high school teachers that believe it or not, girls
can do physics. The end goal? We need to make sure
that the overwhelming majority of people that girls
come in contact with believe they can do physics just
as well as their brothers.
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aN iNter view with: Mar y Anne O’Connor

by Maeve O’Connor-Bethune
and Swetha Charles

Mary Anne O’Connor is a technical
consultant living in Oakland, California. She
started her own company with another consultant
twenty years ago, and it is still fully operational
and booming. Before entering the consulting
field, she was an Olympic athlete, winning a silver
medal in basketball at the 1976 games in Montreal.
She has spent most of her adult life in male
dominated fields—sports, tech and business—but
has managed to be wildly successful nonetheless.
I spoke with Mary Anne about her
experiences as a woman in her business and
tech careers, as well as basketball. Though she
might not consider herself to be an activist, now,
in the classic sense of the word: “Activism…
has been linked to the public, explicit, explosive
and sometimes even glamorous elements of
political life” (Pink 4), I would argue that her
accomplishments speak for themselves. Sarah
Pink, in her book Situating Everyday Life, argues
that activism is not only in the political, but in the
personal as well. “The personal is political,” coined
by Carol Hanisch in her 1969 essay of the same
name, is a phrase that feminists throw around a
lot, but what does it mean? It means that personal
problems in women’s and other oppressed groups’
individual lives are representative of larger
social issues. In O’Connor’s life, her successes
are political. She entered fields like sports and
business in the seventies and eighties, when they
were still hostile towards women, and carved out
a space not only for herself, but also for future
women to succeed. This is just as instrumental
as rallies or marches. As wonderful as those are,
it is not until someone takes advantages of the
opportunities that those rallies open for them that
we prove, as women or other subjugated groups,
that we can really make it.
Q: How did you decide on your current career?
As a student athlete, in my junior year of college,
I was missing too much clinical time to obtain
a nursing degree (which I originally wanted.)
14

There was no consideration given to our travelling
schedule to compete in games in other states. After
graduation, I played basketball on the national
team, and as a member of the Olympic team.
After that I was recruited by a French team and
moved there to play professionally in Europe.
After 8 years of playing for a French team on the
European Cup circuit, I retired from basketball.
While still living in Paris, I decided to get my
MBA (with a focus on International Finance
and Information Systems) to transition into a
business career. Looking to expand my experience,
I pursued and was offered a position to direct a
financial news service in Paris. We provided “realtime” translations of continental financial news to
investment firms in New York and London. After
fourteen years, I returned to the US and began
information systems consulting in New York
City. This gave me the confidence to partner with
another consultant and set up our own firm in San

Francisco twenty years ago and continue today.
Q: What was your major in college?
Psychology. Originally, I was minoring in
psychology when I was a nursing
major.
Q: Have you felt during your career that you
faced discrimination?
Yes, I would be a multimillionaire if I had been a
man playing professional basketball at the level of
an Olympian.
Q: At times have you ever felt the need to
modify your behavior or exhibit stereotypical
“masculine” characterisitics to be taken
seriously?
Not sure what you mean by masculine. If you
mean be assertive, yes, that is a requirement.
Otherwise, I have noticed that some men are
comfortable getting very emotional to try to get
their way - using anger. This I haven’t tried and will
continue to avoid.
Q: Do you think that lack of mentoring/role
models discourages women from entering the
technological field?
Yes! I think that it’s important for girls in middle
school and high school to be encouraged (by
women and men) to continue to pursue their
studies in science and math so they have a strong
base for a variety of different careers, including
technology and science.
Q: What about the image of the technological
world as a male dominated sphere - do you think
this turns women off majors like Computer
Science or Engineering?
If movies like the one profiling Mark Zuckerberg of
Facebook [The Social Network] are an indication
of the environment for women, it is quite
discouraging. Having our own consulting firm
allows us to create our own “corporate culture”. We
have had to “fire” a few clients, run by both men
and women, who were too difficult to work with
and demand for our services was great enough to
permit us to do this.

O’Connor brings up the lack of mentoring
or role models as a noteworthy factor that
discourages women from entering male-dominated
fields. Merely acting as a visible role model
can be feminist activism; it is not necessary to
chain yourself to railings or trees. Pursuing your
interests, and being visibly successful in these
roles can be radical in itself. Even though she was
discriminated against in terms of pay, she somehow
persevered and became successful. She is a living
example of breaking the discriminatory stereotypes
of women being bad at technology, bad at sports,
bad at fast-paced corporate work. Mary Anne’s
story is inspiring, and when publicized, will help to
counter the socialization of girls against entering
male spaces.
Another interesting point O’Connor
mentions is her firm’s creation of a new “corporate
culture.” Firing of “difficult” clients is fascinating
since the firm is excluding what it considers
problematic discourse. This parallels the need
that Adrienne Rich discusses for women to create
women friendly spaces that reduce the parasitic,
oppressive effect of patriarchal dialogue (290).
While it is not realistic for companies to expect
all their clients to believe in a feminist viewpoint,
the corporate culture should be more prepared
to call out questionable practices even in clients.
O’Connor’s company is a step in the right direction;
if other companies were more willing to follow in
her footsteps, the image of corporate culture as
male dominated culture where discrimination and
a certain level of prejudice against women is the
norm might be changed. The take-away from this
interview is that being a feminist can be the act of
living, working and succeeding within a patriarchal
space, and this is just as important as the public
political sphere.
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c an you sp ot a f Eminist?

Read how CC students respond to “Are you a Feminist?”

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

a. “No. I don’t like the label and feel like feminism just takes a lot of things from... good human rights and labels
it feminism.” - Mariana Pena-Alfaro
b. “Yes. I think I’m a feminist because... I haven’t really thought about it. But I think women should be empowered to find their place in leadership roles and that they do have the power.” - Ester Chan
c. “I am, in a male body. Well I’m for total rights for women, equality, laws, pay... in every way. I see no reason to
have any limits.” - Jeff Haney (‘76 grad)
d. “No. Because I, I don’t understand what feminism is to define myself enough to be a feminist but I think my
ideals would be.” - Thabiso Ratalane
e. “I am. Because I give a shit how girls feel.” - Allen Tian
f. “Am I a feminist? That’s a good question… can I get back to you?” - Hayley Distler
16
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